
From Insp Winter; 

09/12/2011 23:35 AT Approx 2335 hrs on Friday 9th December I attended Feta Feast 
Takeaway in the Market Place Warminster and spoke to a male I know as Mohammed who 
manages the running of the takeaway most evenings. 
MOHAMMED stated that he had cancelled his door staff for later that evening as it was his 
intention to close at 0200 hrs. 
When I questioned MOHAMMED as to his role in the running of the FETA FEAST 
MOHAMMED stated that SID THNAIBAT from DJS Taxiis still owned the business and that 
he and his friend were just responsible for the day to day running. 
The main instructions still came from THNAIBAT. 
MOHAMMED stated that ********* had been paid her outstanding monies by THNAIBAT that 
day - and she was not anything to do with the business. 
MOHAMMED produced the license conditions for the premises from a room at the back of 
the premises and I asked MOHAMMED to read the conditions attached. 
MOHAMMED struggled to read English but he could read and I asked him to read out loud 
the part re doorstaff. 
MOHAMMED understood that he needed to have doorstaff if the premises stayed open until 
0300 hrs but that he could not afford to do this. 
MOHAMMED stated he had been having doorstaff for some of the time? 
MOHAMMED stated that he had never been in trouble for the 8yrs he had been in the UK 
and that THNAIBAT was the person responsible. 
 0649   
 Warminster  
 

Premises: ER - Feta Feast    
Date & Time Visited: 15/04/2012 04:00    
Comments: still serving but ushered 4 customers out on our arrival. Spoke to male in charge, 
shareef nasri - advised that this would be reported to licencing-stated someone must have 
opened the door and let the customers in. 
   

  

020412  
Ma’am,  

Is Feta still meant to be closed at 02.00 hours? It was on the briefing a few weeks ago, but I 
am not sure if its still the case. They were still open and serving at 02.40 hours this morning. 

Regards,  

PC Jasmin Windsor-Hichens  
2512  

  



54120020835  Officers on patrol observed Feta Feast, Market Place, Warminster still serving 
customers at approximately 0255 hours Sunday 4th March 2012.  This is contrary to their 
licensing conditions. 
Source Eval – B Mostly reliable (07/03/2012) 
 


